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1 Additional theory & assumptions for the ART model22

1.1 Sample species mass from lognormal distribution23

The Allometrically Regulated Trophic (ART) Model requires n species and the average individual24

body mass for each species. We sample species mass from the log10 of a normal distribution with25

mean µm = 10−3.86 (kg) and variance σ2
m = 103.08 (kg2), corresponding to the values measured from26

the body mass distribution obtained by pooling eight empirical food webs together and that exhibits27

a lognormal-like distribution (Fig. S1).28

1.2 Derivation of trophic interaction likelihood and interaction strength29

For n species generated from 1.1, there are total n(n − 1) possible Consumer-Resource (C-R) in-30

teractions (directed links and excluding intraspecific interactions for this section). Out of n(n − 1)31

interactions, we randomly sample N trophic links weighted by the trophic interaction likelihood. First,32

the trophic interaction likelihood is determined by using the mass-ratio of each Consumer-Resource33

(C-R) pair. Previous research has shown that the normalized frequency of C-R mass-ratios exhibits34

a lognormal distribution for empirical data with a mean around 0.1 [17], meaning that the consumers35

have a low probability of interacting with the resources much smaller or bigger than 1/10th their36

own size. Thus, the ART Model modifies the Cascade Model so that the consumer feeds on slightly37

smaller resources with highest probability [22, 7]. More concretely, we model the consumer-resource38

interaction likelihood, L, by the log10 of a normal PDF with mean µl and variance σ2
l . The mean39

and variance of the C-R mass-ratio distribution are µl and σ2
l and are also obtained from the empiri-40

cal log-transformed consumer-resource mass-ratio distribution of the same eight empirical food webs41

as used in the previous section and throughout the paper. Note that we later vary µl for stability42

analysis.43

For each pair of the C-R interaction, one can write down the interaction strength, i.e. per-capita44

consumption rate (α) [17] as:45

α = sARf(R) (1)

where s (m2 · s−1) is the per-capita area search rate; A is the attack success probability; R (kg ·m−2)46

is the resource biomass abundance; and f(R) is the prey risk function that depends on the resource47

biomass abundance R.48

Additionally, one can incorporate α and write down a pair of dynamical equations (based on Rosen-49

zweig–MacArthur model) for the dynamics of resources and consumers [26, 23, 16]:50

dR

dt
= rR(1− R

K
)− αC = rR− r

K
R2 − sARf(R)C

dC

dt
= eαC − dC = esARf(R)C − dC

(2)

where R and C are the biomass abundances of the resource and consumer, respectively; r (1/time)51

is the biomass growth rate of the resource; K (biomass/area) is the biomass carrying capacity of the52
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Table S1: Numerical values of the parameters for the consumer-resource interaction strength in the
generalized Lotka-Voterra model (Eq. 2 in the main text). Note that all the parameter values are for
2D trophic interaction (SI 4.1; [16]). For the results shown in the main text Fig. 2-4, R0 = 0.05, and
e = 0.40.

Parameter Description Parameter value Units Source
s0 scaling constant for search rate 10−3.08 m2s−1 [16]
pv Exponent of velocity scaling with body

mass
0.26 - [16]

pd Exponent of reaction distance scaling
with consumer and resource body masses

0.21 - [16]

D Dimensionality of trophic interaction 2 - [16]
γ Exponent for attack success probability 1 - [17]
R0 Scaling constant for resource carry ca-

pacity
0.01-1 kgβm−2 [18, 24, 11,

9, 5]
β Exponent for metabolic scaling with

body mass
0.75 - [20, 3]

e Assimilation efficiency 0.10-0.85 - [10, 18, 17]
r0 Scaling constant for resource biomass

production rate
1.71× 10−6 kg1−βs−1 [20, 3]

d0 Scaling constant for consumer biomass
loss rate

4.15× 10−8 kg1−βs−1 [20, 3]

resource; α is the per-capita consumption rate; e is the biomass converting efficiency of the consumer53

(SI 5.2); and d (1/time) is the biomass loss rate of the consumer. It is crucial to note that all the54

rates are on a biomass basis and not a number basis. That is, they represent the biomass abundance55

density, and all other parameters are scaled according to this and as detailed in [16, 17]:56

s = s0m
pv+2pd(D−1)
C kpd(D−1)

A =
1

1 + kγ

R = R0m
1−β
R

f(R) =
1

1 + αAhxR

(3)

where k is the mass-ratio of resource to consumer, k = mR/mC . For the prey functional response,57

h represents the handling time and xR is the number density of the resource. Note that for a type58

I functional response, we set handling time to zero and the prey risk function can be simplified as59

f(R) = 1. The parameters can also be found in table S1.60

Thus, the whole system can be expressed as a generalized Lotka-Voterra (GLV) Model:61

dXi

dt
= Xi(ri +

n∑
j=1

aijXj) (4)

where i = 1, ..., n. Xi is the species biomass abundance (mass/area); ri is either the growth rate62
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(1/time) or the death rate (1/time) depending on whether i is for the resource or the consumer,63

respectively.64

An important thing to note here is that we are using a type I functional response for the prey risk65

function. We do this for two main reasons. First, the type II functional response produces stability66

curves that are quantitatively the same compared with a type I functional response (Fig. S4a).67

Second, by using a type I functional response, the mathematics is particularly simple for the stability68

analysis so that under the correct functional expansion, the Jacobian is equivalent to the interaction69

matrix, which is also tantamount to May’s stability analysis method [1, 13]. More specifically, we can70

rewrite the system as:71

Ẋ(t) = (diag(R) + diag(X(t))A)X(t) (5)

where diag() is a diagonal matrix and A is an interaction matrix. Since A does not depend on X and72

we are interested in the non-trivial solution (X is not equal to zero for all species), we can derive,73

0 = Ẋ(t) = (diag(R) + diag(X(t))A)X(t)⇒ 0 = diag(R) + diag(X∗)A (6)

Consequently, the Jacobian is74

J(X∗) =
( d

dX
[diag(R) + diag(X(t))A]

)
X=X∗

⇒ J(X∗) = A (7)

1.3 Total consumption rate constraint75

For the total consumption rate constraint, because the consumption rate of a consumer empirically
scales with the metabolic rate (Fig. S2), we add the total consumption constraint into the ART
Model by setting an upper-bound for consumer consumption rate based on the abundance of the
species multiplied by the allometrically estimated metabolic rate. More specifically, if a consumer’s
total consumption rate exceeds the metabolic rate, the algorithm randomly gets rid of trophic links
until the total consumption rate is below the total consumption rate constraint. The value of the
constraint is given as:

z0m
0.75
i

where z0 ≈ 10−6.63 (kg1−β · s−1) is a scaling constant estimated from fitting experimental data for76

consumption rate when resources are scarce [16], which mimics the consumption rate of the consumer77

in real food webs (Fig. S2). The exponent (0.75) is estimated from the consumer data under 2D78

trophic interactions (SI 4.1; [16]). Because consumers typically consume multiple resource species,79

this constraint implies that the sum of consumption rates—part of a row sum in the interaction80

matrix—for each consumer species should be bounded [19], ultimately limiting the number of trophic81

links per consumer.82

Note that for the connectance analysis (Fig. 4), we use z0 ≈ 10−5.80 (kg1−β · s−1) estimated from83

fitting experimental data for the consumption rate when resources are abundant, not scarce. We use a84

weaker total consumption rate constraint for connectance analysis to compensate for the facts that the85

trophic interactions/links for the empirical food webs are typically collected accumulatively, possibly86

overestimating the actual links within the empirical food webs, and that the ART model “prunes”87
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trophic links to satisfy the total consumption rate constraint, which may underestimate the actual88

links within empirical food webs. When using z0 ≈ 10−6.63 (kg1−β · s−1), i.e. the stronger constraint,89

the ART model produces overall lower connectance values across food webs with different sizes, and90

generates an exponent of -0.86 for log(connectance) vs. log(food web size) curve, which91

still outperforms other models and hypotheses.92

1.4 Percentage of species that experience self-regulation93

It is well-known that a high percentage of species across a broad range of taxa often experience self-94

regulation in nature [14, 2]. More specifically, Woiwod and Hanski [25] found that for aphid and95

moth populations, 84% and 57% respectively, experience self-regulation over long times. In addition,96

Zimmermann et al. [27] found 70% of fish populations in the North Atlantic Ocean experience self-97

regulation. Therefore, we chose a relatively high percentage (70%) of species that experience self-98

regulation for the ART model. Moreover, since no evidence suggests that only basal species experience99

self-regulation, the model does not limit self-regulation to only basal species.100
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Figure S1: Species mass distribution for eight empirical food webs. Note that species mass is in kg.
The normalized frequency exhibits an approximately lognormal-like distribution with a peak around
10−5.5 kg.
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2 Pseudocode for constructing model food webs101

Here we present the pseudocode for the ART model. The main goal of the ART model is to utilize102

species mass to construct the community matrix and then calculate eigenvalues (Fig. S3).103

input : (1) Number of species (n); (2) mean (µm) and variance (σ2
m) of species mass; (3)

mean (µl) and variance (σ2
l ) of consumer-resource mass-ratio; (4) number of

trophic links (N).
output: Real part of leading eigenvalues of the community matrix (ev).

1 sm ← sample n number of species masses from the log10 of a normal distribution with
mean (µm) and variance (σ2

m). Sorted by descending order of species masses;
2 CM ← initialize n by n zero matrix for interaction matrix;
3 for i← 1 to n do
4 for j ← 1 to n do
5 if i 6= j then
6 link prob ← sample trophic interaction likelihood between i and j (mass-ratio

= smj/smi) from the log10 of a normal distribution with mean (µl) and
variance (σ2

l );

7 end

8 end

9 end
10 links total ← sample N number of trophic interaction (with their indices) weighted by

link prob;
11 for i← 1 to N do
12 CM ← calculate interaction strength for each sampled interaction and assign them to

corresponding entries in community matrix;

13 end
14 psr ← percentage of species that experience self-regulation;
15 nsr ← round(n*psr), i.e. number of species that experience self-regulation;
16 srind ← sample nsr number of species (with their indices) that experience self-regulation

weighted by self-regulation intensity;
17 for j ← 1 to n do
18 if i ∈ srind then
19 CM(i,i) ← calculate self-regulation for species i;
20 end
21 cons sum ← sum up consumption rate for species i;
22 while cons sum ≥ total consumption rate for species i (Fig. S2) do
23 CM ← randomly get rid of feeding links for species i;
24 end

25 end
26 ev ← calculate real part of leading eigenvalue for CM;

Note that one can easily alter the code and create different models: (1) Excluding lines 14-16 & 18-20104

creates the Base + Total Consumption Model (BTCM); (2) excluding lines 21-24 creates the Base105

+ Self-Regulation Model (BSRM); and (3) excluding both (1) and (2) creates the Base Mass Model106

(BMM).107
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3 Methods for measuring network properties108

The main network properties we measure for the food webs are connectance and modularity, the reason109

being that they are well recognized properties for affecting food web stability [13, 21, 6, 8].110

The connectance (c) measure is traditionally known as direct connectance [12]. It is defined as the
ratio between the number of observed links (l) and the total possible links (n(n− 1), which excludes
intraspecific interactions). Thus, the connectance should equal to

c =
l

n(n− 1)

By examining connectance from 181 empirical food webs, the log(connectance) exhibits a linear rela-111

tionship (negative value as slope) with log(food web size), which makes connectance approximately a112

rational function of food web size. Because c = l
n(n−1)

, the observed links should scale linearly with113

food web size.114

As for modularity, we are using a method written by Newman [15]. The actual algorithm is devel-115

oped by Gergana Bounova et al. (newmanCommFast.m) and downloaded from octave-networks-toolbox116

GitHub repository. Simply put, given a network/food web the algorithm starts with everything as one117

group (minimum number of groups) and calculates a modularity value. Then for each iteration, the118

algorithm breaks the current grouping in two for all possible combinations and calculates modularity119

values again for each possibility. The algorithm continues in this fashion until reaching the end with120

each species as one group (maximum number of groups). However, the algorithm sometimes outputs121

1 (highest value for modularity) when everything is one group or each species is one group, which are122

trivial cases and not the ones of biological interest. Thus, we changed the algorithm to exclude the123

algorithm outputs of 1 for the minimum or maximum number of groups.124
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4 Empirical food web data125

In order to test and confirm the validity of the model and model output, i.e. food web stability126

and connectance. We utilize two well-curated datasets. For both food web stability and connectance127

analysis, we use the 3082 consumer-resource interaction data with masses of species from eight food128

webs across different habitats [16, 17]. And for food web connectance analysis, we use the previous129

eight food webs plus 181 binary food web data from the Ecologists’ co-operative web bank [4].130

4.1 Data for food web stability analysis131

The eight food webs used for stability analysis are Eastern Weddell Sea (305 trophic interactions),132

Grand Caricaie Marsh (459 trophic interactions), Scotch Broom (347 trophic interactions), Skipwith133

Pond (264 trophic interactions), Broadstone Stream (138 trophic interactions), UK Grassland (113134

trophic interactions), Gearagh Woodland (370 trophic interactions), and Estero de Punta Banda (1086135

trophic interactions). Each dataset contains (1) Community name, (2) Consumer-Resource names and136

relations, (3) Consumer mass (kg), (4) Resource mass (kg), and (5) Trophic interaction dimensionality137

(the space which trophic interaction occur). Dividing resource mass by consumer mass, we get the138

consumer-resource mass-ratio for each trophic interaction.139

Two important factors to note about this dataset: First, the original dataset contains two types140

of trophic interaction dimensionality, i.e. 2D and 3D. The dimensionality is based on the space141

through which the resource moves and thus the consumer must catch it (see [16] for more detail).142

Because different dimensionalities have distinct scaling relationships with mass, for model development143

purposes we only use 2D interactions for the ART model. In future work, by changing the scaling144

relationship, the model output can be compared with 3D or mixtures of 2D and 3D trophic interactions.145

Second, since we are looking for the consumer-resource mass-ratios that persist in nature across146

communities, we combine the consumer-resource mass-ratios from all of our food webs.147

4.2 Data for food web connectance148

In addition to the previous eight food webs, we also use 181 binary (meaning signs for interactions149

but no numerical values) food webs for model food web connectance comparison. For all food webs,150

we know the number of species (n) and the number of trophic links (l). The empirical connectance151

for each food web is then equal to l
n(n−1)

. As the name suggested, the 181 binary food webs do not152

have any information about species mass. Therefore, we can’t use them for model food web stability153

comparison.154
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5 Additional results155

5.1 Effect of prey functional response on food web stability156

We checked how functional response (type I and II) for the prey risk function affects the food web157

stability (Fig. S4). In general, the type I and II functional responses produce qualitatively the same158

stability curves (Fig. S4). For the Allometrically Regulated Trophic (ART) Model, the stability curves159

between type I and II are very similar, except that the type II functional response produces a slightly160

higher peak around the consumer-resource mass-ratio equal to -5 (Fig. S4a). The functional responses161

have slightly higher impact on the stability curve produced by the Base + Total Consumption Model162

(BTCM). More specifically, the stability curve produced by type I functional response have higher163

peaks than type II. However, the position of the peak remains the same (Fig. S4b).164

5.2 Effect of assimilation efficiency on the food web stability165

The assimilation/conversion efficiency coefficient is defined as the percentage of resource mass that is166

converted into consumer’s mass167

e =
mass increase of consumer

total mass consumed

(Depending on the normalization and units for the model, the efficiency can also be defined in terms of168

the fraction of abundance or energy flowing from the resource to the consumer.) Thus, a high efficiency169

value increases how much of the consumer’s consumption rate is converted into consumer biomass and170

low efficiency reduces conversion from consumption rate into consumer biomass. However, since we171

factor out efficiency from each consumer’s consumption rate sum produced by the ART model when172

comparing with the total consumption rate constraint, the efficiency won’t affect the connectance173

output of the ART model. When changing efficiency from 0.10 to 0.85, we find that the ART model174

produces qualitatively the same stability curves for different efficiency coefficient values with slight175

differences around the peak of consumer-resource mass-ratios at -6 (Fig. S5), indicating that efficiency176

has little quantitative and no qualitative effect on the model stability output.177

5.3 Analysis of the stability of real food webs178

To estimate the stability of real food webs, we construct community matrices from the edge lists for179

the eight food webs with species mass information. We then calculate the eigenvalues. The trophic180

interaction strength for each link is calculated using consumer and resource masses, mass-ratios, and181

metabolic theory (same as the ART model). For all real food webs, there are eigenvalues with positive182

real parts very close to zero, which indicates that all real food webs are considered slightly unstable183

using the eigenvalue spectrum method. This observation suggests that it is challenging to compare184

the eigenvalue spectrum produced from a food web model directly with empirical food web stability,185

further justifying the usage of consumer-resource mass-ratio distribution for model validation.186
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Figure S3: Schematic diagram for the ART model. By inputting mean and variance of species mass (assume lognormal
distribution), mean and variance of consumer-resource mass-ratio (assume lognormal distribution), number of species,
and connectance, the ART model samples species mass and trophic interactions. We then calculate trophic interaction
strength. And if the sum of trophic interaction strength for a given consumer exceeds its allometrically determined
consumption rate, the model randomly gets rid of trophic interactions until the sum is below its allometrically determined
consumption rate. The final community matrix is formed after this process is repeated for all species. One can then
use this community matrix to calculate eigenvalues and evaluate the stability.
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Figure S4: Comparison of food web models with different functional responses (type I and II) for
the prey risk function. (a) Stability curves produced by the Allometrically Regulated Trophic (ART)
Model with type I and II functional response for the prey risk function. (b) Stability curves produced
by the Base + Total Consumption Model (BTCM) with type I and II functional response for the
prey risk function. For both cases, we compare the stability curves with empirical consumer-resource
mass-ratios. Note that for the ART model the stability curves are qualitatively the same between
type I and II functional responses. For BTCM, the type I produces stability curves with higher peaks
than type II but the position of the peak remains the same.
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curves, which show a major peak around 10−1 for the consumer-resource mass-ratio.
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- negative eigenvalue
- positive eigenvalue

Figure S6: Estimate eigenvalue spectrum of eight empirical food webs. The blue crosses represent
eigenvalues with negative real part and the red circles represent eigenvalues with positive real part.
The eigenvalues for each food web are calculated from the community matrix, which is constructed
from the empirical edge list. Each trophic interaction strength is calculated using the same method
as the ART model. Note that all empirical food webs have eigenvalues with positive real part.
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